Candy Brings People Together
You have some Jelly Bellies and a recipe card. Other people have other Jelly Bellies. Get the
picture? Start trading. ☺
The catch is that you must join forces with another team every time you want to submit a recipe.
Each team must send two people, and the four, standing together, must devour the recipe’s four
beans in front of a staffer. Every time you do this, we’ll take your card and punch off (a) the
name of the recipe, and (b) the name of the team you collaborated with. Each team will then get
two more jellybeans. As a bonus, if you submit your own team's recipe, we’ll punch off your
team’s name on your card as well. Teams with more punches on their sheet when the activity
ends will get their first puzzle slightly earlier.
You may submit the same recipe or collaborate with the same teams multiple times, but keep in
mind that each recipe / team can only be punched once. Diversity is the key to success! Also, if
in swapping beans you make two-for-one trades and run out of Jelly Bellies, we won’t give you
any more and you’ll have to resort to begging, so exercise caution.
The beans are covered in beeswax, so they are vegetarian but not vegan. (However, it is perfectly
safe for zombies to eat them.) Vegans may do whatever they like with their beans when they
submit recipes.
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